
  

 

THE MAGIC OF 

LIGHT 
Exhibition 30 April – 29 May 

 
Light caressing the edge of an object, 
revealing its personality, then fading into 
darkness combines with composition and 
colour to make memorable art. 
 
Every painting in this series has a glow. I 
am entranced by the way light, especially 
warm slanting light, brings flowers, 
landscapes and people to life.  
 
My subjects this year include Paris’s 
famous Luxembourg Gardens in Spring, 
café portraits of the characters of the 6th 
arrondissement in the heart of Paris’s left 
bank (Rive Gauche), through vertiginous 
vineyards in Piedmont to moody 
memories of Sicily.   
 
And, of course, a revel of glorious blooms 
from our spring and summer. 
 
All are painted in my signature classical 
realist style with emphasis on the fall of 
light across the subject.  
 
Headlining the show are two spectacular 
poppies – 2m tall – one a mirror image of 
the other. One with a black background 
and one on white.  
 

Opening: 2pm April 30 2022 

 
 

Roger Beale AO 
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Roger Beale AO: The Magic of Light 
THE ARTIST 
Roger Beale is one of Canberra’s better known artists with numerous solo and group shows 
since 1984. He is classically trained (teachers include the late Betty and Roy Churcher, 
Melville Haysom, John Molvig and the faculty of the Florence School of Art) and paints in a 
realist style in the European tradition. 
 
His art is held in private and public collections around Australia and the world, including 
several Ambassadorial residences. Canberra’s famous Ottoman Restaurant had a notable 
collection of his large flower paintings. 
 
Canberra’s most eminent art critic Professor Sasha Grishin said in 
his review of Beale’s 2019 Humble House exhibition: 
 

There is little doubt that Beale is committed to his craft and is passionate about his 

work and his sense of authenticity to the experience of the place is evident throughout 

the show. … The strength … lies in sensitive treatment of light hinting at the passing 

seasons and a certain transience of life in contrast to the permanence of the 

landscape. 

 

Many of Beale's finest works could be described as mood paintings set within a 

romantic sensibility. At their best, they are highly evocative and lyrical and hark back 

to earlier traditions and conventions in art. 

 

Roger Beale retired as a Portfolio Secretary of Environment and Heritage in 2004 after many 
years as one of Australia’s most senior public servants to concentrate on his art practice. He 
served as a member of the UN IPCC, Climate Commissioner, Chair of the ACT Electoral 
Commission and an environmental adviser to the Chinese government. He led many inquiries 
and reviews and was a board member of Australia Post, the Federal Airports Corporation, 
Brisbane Airport Corporation and Connector Motorways. 
 
He paints from a wheelchair as a result of childhood polio and, besides painting, is a member 
of the Board of the Australian Centre of Christianity and Culture writes for policy journals 
and advocates for the disabled. Large paintings like the 2m poppies are painted on their side 
so that they can be reached from the chair. 
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FLOWERS 

Red Poppy: Black background 

 
Price: $8,660 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 215cm(h) x 137cm(w)Year: 2021 
Frame: Unframed canvas wrapped over stretcher 
Artist’s statement: These two paintings – Red Poppy on Black Background and its mirror 
image (actually each is a unique painting so not a literal mirror image) Red Poppy on White 
Background are elegant, glow and are immensely striking. The poppy itself is one that I 
photographed as part of a field of poppies. It appears as a “bit player” in other large poppy 
paintings. 
 

Red Poppy: White Background 

 
Price: $8,660 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 215cm(h) x 137cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Unframed canvas wrapped over stretcher 
Artist’s statement: These two paintings – Red Poppy on Black Background and its mirror 
image Red Poppy on White Background are elegant, glow and are immensely striking. The 
poppy itself is one that I photographed as part of a field of poppies. It appears as a “bit 
player” in other large poppy paintings 
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Floriade Poppy Field 

 
Price: $6600 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 114cm(h) x 152cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: This was a glorious field of poppies at our last pre-COVID floriade – a 
large, vibrant, happy statement. 
 

Poppies with Trees 

 
Price: $5575 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 114cm(h) x 152cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: The brilliant white poppy jumped out of this sea of poppies 

Manuka Floriade 

 
Price: $5320 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 121cm(h) x 97cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
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Artist’s statement: During COVID we had the wonderful suburban “distributed” Floriade. 
Here are the tulips in Manuka with one stray poppy. Those of you familiar with Manuka will 
see that I have restored a tree that went missing years ago – the privileges of art. 

Twilight Jonquils – brown and blue 

 
Price: $4500 
Media: Oil on canvas on foam board 
Dimensions: 92cm(h) x 91cm(w) 
Year: 2019-22 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: These jonquils were on the edge of the light and arranged against brown 
and blue patterned curtains. It was an immensely difficult painting, but a great pleasure. I feel 
it rewards contemplation. A quiet favourite in this show among so many richly coloured 
neighbours. 
 
 

Evening Rose 

 
Price: $4500 
Media: Oil on canvas on foam board 
Dimensions: 82cm(h) x 100cm(w) 
Year: 2019-22 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: This rose was in the remnant of a garden in a mountainous setting. 
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Rich Red Camellias 

 
Price: $4390 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 93cm(h) x 83cm(w) 
Year: 2022 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: I enjoyed the richness and softness of these flowers grown by a friend. 
They have a very Baroque feel. 
 
 

Flamenco Poppies 

 
Price: $4425 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 89cm(h) x 92cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Artist’s statement: These poppies reminded me, irresistibly, of flamenco dancers. They had to 
be admired, but not tamed. 
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A Glory of Anemones 

 
Price: $4425 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 92cm(h) x 85cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame 
Artist’s statement: We were given a stunning vase of anemones – I had great pleasure in 
developing them into a painting in the grand style. One of my favourites. 
 

Just a Pink Tulip? 

 
Price: $4425 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 91cm(h) x 89cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame 
Artist’s statement: This solitary pink tulip with a sprig of red leaves simply glowed when lit 
from above against a dark background. Irresistible to glaze gradually to capture that glow. 
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Romantic, romantic gardenias 

 
Price: $4425 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 85cm(h) x 92cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: This all started in Sicily many years ago, sitting on a moonlit patio and 
smelling gardenias on the evening air. I have been trying to turn it into a painting ever since! 
Maybe this time it works. 

Large Jonquils with a Purple Swag 

 
Price: $3995 
Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 70cm(h) x 93cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: These jonquil blossoms contrasted so elegantly with the purple silk, all in 
a light falling across the scene. 

Vase with White Chrysanthemums 

 
Price: $3950 
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Media: Oil on canvas 
Dimensions: 72cm(h) x 87cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dark Frame with gold inner trim. 
Artist’s statement: This bunch of flowers in a spectacular vase were in a Parisian mansion. I 
loved the way they were “contre jour” – against the daylight. 

White Gardenia with Everlasting Daisies  

 
Price: $3390 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 73cm(h) x 63cm(w) 
Year: 2022 
Frame: Gold edged black silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: I was captivated by the way the light fell across this bunch one evening 
and decided to paint it. 
 

Floriade Poppies Study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight. 
Artist’s statement: This was my first exploration of the last pre-COVID Floriade – a joyous 
field of poppies. 
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Pink Tulip Study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 52cm(h) x 41cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight. 
Artist’s statement: This tulip was one of hundreds, or was it thousands, in the Manuka 
Floriade. It thought it so beautiful that it deserved its own painting. 

Jonquils with a purple silk swag 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 52cm(h) x 41cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight. 
Artist’s statement: These were jonquils arranged against a drape of purple silk in the Dutch 
17th century manner. 
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Pink Tulip with Red Leaves 

 
Price: SOLD $1950 

Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight. 
Artist’s statement: This was a beautiful flower arranged with red leaves – I don’t know what 
they were! I built up the glazes slowly so that the tulip “glowed”. 
 
 
 

Anemones – a study  

 
 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 43cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight. 
Artist’s statement: Wonderful flowers demanded to be painted! 
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Red Camellias – a study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 43cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight 
Artist’s statement: These flowers were grown by a friend – in the light of our chandelier they 
had a rich colour. 
 

Spanish Poppies – a study in colour and contrast 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight 
Artist’s statement: These poppies were just so dramatic – shades of flamenco and bull fights, 
not that we saw anything of the latter. 
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A Romance with Gardenias 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 44cm(w) 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight 
Artist’s statement: I have had a long wrestle with this subject – trying to distil the memories 
of a night in Sicily smelling gardenias in the moonlight. 

 

Jonquils with Curtains 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 44cm(w) 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight 
Artist’s statement: These jonquils were angled across the failing light in front of richly 
patterned curtains. 
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Manuka Floriade – a study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Oil on card  
Dimensions: 43cm(h) x 40cm(w) 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Dutch style frame with inner gold highlight 
Artist’s statement: Our neighbourhood Floriade during COVID was a great success. Here are 
the Manuka Lawns looking wonderful. 
 
 

LANDSCAPES 
 

Sicilian Landscape 

 
Price: $5300 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 94cm(h) x 126cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged natural timber silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: This scene was near Taormina in Sicily – not far from Mt Etna. The 
landscape bears the scars of the violent earthquakes and eruptions that have given Sicily its 
rugged beauty. 
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Piedmont Vineyard 

 
Price: $4000 
Media: Oil on canvas  
Dimensions: 73cm(h) x 92cm(w) 
Year: 2022 
Frame: Gold edged natural timber silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: Piedmont is yet another region of Italy famous for its wine (Barolo) and 
food (truffles and vitello tonnato). It has vertiginous vineyards, and small fortified hilltop 
towns with in this case a perched lake.  There was a glorious afternoon sun – with a 
thunderstorm rolling across the plains below. 

Pantheon from Luxembourg Gardens 

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 79cm(h) x 64cm(w) image; 102cm(h) x 87cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artists statement: A glorious spring day in the Gardens, looking up to where France’s heroes 
are buried. 
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Luxembourg Park Bench 

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 79cm(h) x 64cm(w) image; 102cm(h) x 87cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artists statement: Having started with a tiny fountain pen drawing on hotel note paper I 
turned this subject into an A3 size study, and then this large pastel. The composition had sat 
in mind for the 23 years between the original drawing and this final large work.  
 

Bathers El Retiro 

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 79cm(h) x 70cm(w) image; 102cm(h) x 93cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020-2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artists statement: I wondered what the conversation was – perhaps he was getting sunburned. 
Its hard to believe that downtown Madrid and the Prado are only a few hundred metres away. 
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Stag Luxembourg Gardens 

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 64cm(h) x 79cm(w) image; 87cm(h) x 102cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artists statement: This noble stag – the Monarch of the Gardens – stood incongruously in a 
flower garden… 

Diana the Huntress Luxembourg Gardens 

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 64cm(h) x 79cm(w) image; 87cm(h) x 102cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artists statement: This sculpture appears right across France and Italy – usually without her 
bow. A copy of an ancient sculpture. 
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Alba Sunset  

 
Price: $3200 
Media: Pastel on Hahnemuhle paper 
Dimensions: 79cm(h) x 57cm(w) image; 102cm(h) x 80cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020-2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artist’s statement: Alba is a wonderful city with a medieval centre and glories in the cuisine 
of the Piedmont, particularly truffles and its speciality Vitello Tonnato. The wine is of course 
Barolo from the surrounding hills. 
 

Daintree 

 
Price: $2660 
Media: Pastel on MiTientes paper 
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 70cm(w) image; 73cm(h) x 93cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass. 
Artist’s statement: Daintree national park can yield this wonderful play of light through the 
occasional gaps in the canopy. 
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Sunset over Stresa – Lake Maggiore 

 
 
Price: $2660 
Media: Oil over acrylic on gessoed MiTientes paper 
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 70cm(w)  
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame. 
Artist’s statement: The Alps soar from banks of Lake Maggiore in Piedmont. The scenery is 
spectacular and almost every summer afternoon a thunderstorm would sweep down the Lake 
blanketing out the view. I immediately thought of Turner and was delighted to discover he 
had stayed, and painted, in a nearby villa nearly 200 years before. 
 

Luxembourg Garden Games 

 
Price: $2660 
Media: Pastel and acrylic on paper 
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 70cm(w) image; 73cm(h) x 93cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s statement: The running girl was part of a school group in the Gardens. 
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Early Snow Sicily 

 
Price: $2660 
Media: Pastel and acrylic on paper 
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 70cm(w) image; 73cm(h) x 93cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s statement: The light dusting of snow made the folds in the landscape more dramatic – 
evidence of Sicily’s very active geology with earthquakes and eruptions not unusual. 

El Retiro Madrid 

 
Price: $2660 
Media: Pastel and acrylic on paper 
Dimensions: 50cm(h) x 70cm(w) image; 73cm(h) x 93cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s statement: an oasis of calm in a former royal garden in a busy modern city. 
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San Sebastian Boats 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 28cm(h) x 39cm(w) image; 45cm(h) x 57cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: I drew these boats in San Sebastian – looked lovely but the stench of 
rotting fish and seaweed was nauseating. Fortunately I couldn’t paint the smell. 

Paris Courtyard 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 27cm(w) image; 58cm(h) x 45cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: This is the courtyard at 22 Rue Monsieur le Prince not far from the 
Luxembourg Gardens. It was where we stayed in Paris for years. Once it had been the studio 
of a prominent nineteenth century salon artist. 
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Medici Fountain 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 28cm(h) x 39cm(w) image; 45cm(h) x 57cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: The Medici fountain is a key 17th century landmark in the Luxembourg 
Gardens 

Bench Luxembourg Gardens Study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 27cm(w) image; 58cm(h) x 45cm(w) with frame 
Year: 1999-2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: This was developed from a tiny sketch I did on hotel note paper in 1999. 
For several years I had to attend meetings at UNESCO not far from the Luxembourg Gardens 
and I took the opportunity to visit the gardens and draw on my way back to the hotel. 
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Early Snow Sicily – a Study 

 
Early Snow Sicily Study 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: Image 28cm (h) x 38cm (w); 46cm (h) x 56cm (w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood frame with art glass 
Artist’s statement: the light dusting of snow highlighted the rocks, the convulsions in the 
landscape and animal tracks. 
 
 

Alba Sunset a Study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 40cm(h) x 27cm(w) image; 58cm(h) x 45cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2019 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: Alba is effectively the capital of the wine and food industry in the 
Piedmont – famous for Barolo wine, truffles and vitello tonnato. This was on our way back to 
our hotel after a fabulous meal. 
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Luxembourg Stag – a study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 28cm(h) x 39cm(w) image; 45cm(h) x 57cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2019 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: This stag looks out of the Gardens – you have the feeling that whoever 
chose its place imagined it yearning to be free! 
 
 
 

Diana – hunting in the Luxembourg! 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 28cm(h) x 35cm(w) image; 46cm(h) x 53cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: Diana is hunting with her stag and arrows – but, oh dear, she’s forgotten 
her bow. 
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Study of the Pantheon 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 34cm(h) x 28cm(w) image; 52cm(h) x 46cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: Looking up to the Parthenon from the Luxembourg Gardens with spring 
flowers. 
 
 

El Retiro a study in calm 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 28cm(h) x 23cm(w) image; 46cm(h) x 42cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
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Artist’s Statement: This a calm spot in the old Royal gardens on the edge of downtown 
Madrid. 

El Retiro – the Bathers a study 

 
Price: $1950 
Media: Pastel on paper 
Dimensions: 32cm(h) x 28cm(w) image; 50cm(h) x 47cm(w) with frame 
Year: 2020 
Frame: Gold edged blonde wood silhouette frame with art glass. 
Artist’s Statement: Just around from the quiet creek was a spot where bathers had gathered. 
What was she saying – told you to bring sunscreen? 
 
 
 

CHARACTER STUDIES (TRONIES) 
A tronie is a type of work common in Dutch Golden Age painting and Flemish Baroque 
painting that depicts an exaggerated or characteristic face - not portraits but studies of an 
interesting character such as an old man or woman, an artist or a person of a particular race. I 
have a habit of making quick sketches of fellow patrons in bistros and trattoria – I later turned 
these into equally rapid oil sketches. I always draw interesting faces and only men – if you look 
intently but surreptitiously at a woman people can draw the wrong inference. 
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The Drinkers 

 
Price: $2250 
Media: Oil on canvas   
Dimensions: 61cm(h) x 45cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: unframed 
Artist’s statement: A character I know well who is too fond of straight gin. 

The Academic 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
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Dimensions:040cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 40cm (h) x 29cm 
Year: 2021 
Frame: Thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: This gentleman was at the next table in a crowded bistro opposite the 
Luxembourg gardens – the Sorbonne is very close. He was correcting a manuscript proof and 
scowled every time I moved or the waiter approached. 

The American 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: He had been shopping in the collectors’ bookshops near the Luxembourg 
Gardens. He was examining his purchases with obvious pleasure. Splendidly American 
accent. 
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The Twin 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: He ate with his twin brother. They had an omelette with a side of grilled 
mushrooms and half a bottle of wine. Retired accountants? 

The Roué 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
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Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: Same bistro. He ate with his son and his son’s girlfriend. They were 
clearly students. He started flirting with the girl to his son’s increasing irritation. He was 
sleazy. We didn’t like him. 

The Artist 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: I drew him at an exhibition in Paris of the work of the Danish artist 
Hammershoi. He was clearly well into his 80s, well dressed if unkempt and rheumy eyed. He 
was attended by daughter and granddaughter - made intelligent comments on technique, so I 
liked to think he might be a painter himself. 
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The Chef – Bilbao 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: He was working at an open wood oven and looked for all the world like a 
tortured Saint from a painting by Zurbaran. 

The Curator 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
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Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: I drew him in an osteria sandwiched between two famous galleries in 
Rome, part of a group that came from the side entrance of one of them. I liked to think he was 
a curator, but of course, he could have been a clerk. 

The Marcher 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: This person was part of a group celebrating after Madrid’s LBGTI Pride 
march. Confident, happy and the rather poisonous looking drink was just the right colour. 
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The Old Codger 
 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Oil on paper on card 
Dimensions: 40cm (h) x 29cm (w) framed; Image 29cm (h) x 21cm (w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: thin black frame unglazed 
Artist’s statement: This contemplative old gentleman was brunching at Singapore’s Stamford 
Hotel, our usual stop over in the days when travel was possible. 
 

DRAWINGS 

La Nuit 1 

 
Price: $1495 
Media: Graphite and charcoal on Arches   
Dimensions: 76cm(h) x 96cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: float mounted on archival card, art glass, faced blond wood frame 
Artist’s statement: My wife of 52 years was admitted to hospital with cancer a week before 
lockdown in 2021. I was unable to visit her for 10 weeks. La Nuit is a sculpture we bought 
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earlier in the year maintaining the practice of an annual art purchase throughout our marriage. 
Our love of Maillol’s (French 1861-1949) work and the fact that it was our most recent joint 
purchase made it a natural choice for a meditative piece to work on – a way to feel close as 

well as calm. It is graphite and charcoal on Arches hot pressed paper. 

La Nuit 2 

 
Price: $1495 
Media: Graphite and charcoal on Arches   
Dimensions: 76cm(h) x 96cm(w) 
Year: 2021 
Frame: float mounted on archival card, art glass, faced blond wood frame 
Artist’s statement: My wife of 52 years was admitted to hospital with cancer a week before 
lockdown in 2021. I was unable to visit her for 10 weeks. La Nuit is a sculpture we bought 
earlier in the year maintaining the practice of an annual art purchase throughout our marriage. 
Our love of Maillol’s (French 1861-1949) work and the fact that it was our most recent joint 
purchase made it a natural choice for a meditative piece to work on – a way to feel close as 

well as calm. It is graphite and charcoal on Arches hot pressed paper. 

Piazza dei Ciompi Florence 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Ink and watercolour wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: 29cm(h) x 42cm(w) 
Year: 2016-2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: The apartment my wife and I rented while I was studying at the Florence 
Academy of Art overlooked the Piazza dei Ciompi. The Ciompi were the guild of wool 
carders in medieval and Renaissance Florence. They rebelled, unsuccessfully, in the 13th 
century in an attempt to redress their grievances against the more powerful guilds which 
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governed republican Florence. The Piazza included Vasari’s loggia – just glimpsed on the left 
– which once housed the fish market. We loved this location because it attracted relatively 
few tourists and was dominated by workers and students in Florence’s thriving arts industry. I 
did many drawings of the Piazza – the most successful was claimed by our favourite waitress 
in the Bar Plaz for her apartment. 

Tuscany – olive groves and vineyards 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Ink and watercolour wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: 29cm(h) x 42cm(w) 
Year: 2016-2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: We spent a glorious summer in Florence in 2016 when I was studying at 
the Florence Academy of Art. On the weekends we would drive in the wonderful Tuscan 
landscape armed with sketch pad, pen, watercolours and the phone camera. This Indian ink 
and watercolour sketch on A3 derives from those trips. 

Hazelnuts Piedmont Italy 

 
Price: $495 
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Media: Ink and wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: 29cm(h) x 42cm(w) 
Year: 2016-2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: Piedmont in Italy’s northwest produces Barolo wine, rose veal (think of 
the famous Vitello Tonnato) and hazelnuts (Nutella). We toured, ate, drank and sketched in 
2018. I was surprised to see that hazelnuts were grown on quite small shrubs to aid 
harvesting. I used a variety of steel nib dip pens, reed pens a fountain pen and a sable brush to 
make this ink and wash on A3 paper. 

Albi France 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Ink and wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: 29cm(h) x 42cm(w) 
Year: 2016-2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: Albi in central southern France is the home of the Toulouse-Lautrec 
museum and a splendid but grim cathedral. Once one of the centres of the Cathar heresy it 
was the site of a bloody repression. This is a view from the museum to golden cedars on the 
opposite bank of the River Tarne. 
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Deakin Anticline 1 

 
Price: $495 

Media: Ink and wash on paper 

Dimensions: Image is 29cm H x 23.5cm W 
Frame is 44cm H x 33.5cm W 
Year: 2021 
Artist’s statement: The Deakin Anticline is a heritage listed geological site in Deakin. It is 
important for teaching geology and geomorphology and offers dramatic opportunities for 
wandering artists. It also happens to be right outside my front door, so it was a natural to 
draw during lockdown. These drawings are done with reed and steel nib pens in Indian ink 
with a wash applied by brush. They are on heavy artist grade paper. They are part of a larger 
series, not yet complete, of five drawings in total. 

Deakin Anticline 2 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Ink and wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: 29cm(h) x 42cm(w) 
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Year: 2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: The Deakin Anticline is a heritage listed geological site in Deakin. It is 
important for teaching geology and geomorphology and offers dramatic opportunities for 
wandering artists. It also happens to be right outside my front door, so it was a natural to 
draw during lockdown. These drawings are done with reed and steel nib pens in Indian ink 
with a wash applied by brush. They are on heavy artist grade paper. They are part of a larger 
series, not yet complete, of five drawings in total. 

Deakin Anticline 3 

 
Price: $495 

Media: Ink and wash on paper 

Dimensions: Image is 28cm H x 33cm W 

Year:2021 
Frame is 44cm H x 33.5cm W 
Year: 2021 
Artist’s statement: The Deakin Anticline is a heritage listed geological site in Deakin. It is 
important for teaching geology and geomorphology and offers dramatic opportunities for 
wandering artists. It also happens to be right outside my front door, so it was a natural to 
draw during lockdown. These drawings are done with reed and steel nib pens in Indian ink 
with a wash applied by brush. They are on heavy artist grade paper. They are part of a larger 
series, not yet complete, of five drawings in total. 
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Beach Path 

 
Price: $495 
Media: Ink and wash on A3 smooth paper   
Dimensions: Image: 29cm(h) x 23.5cm(w) Frame: 44cm(h) x 33cm(w) 
Year: 2017-2021 
Frame: Thin black frame with neutral warm white mount plain glass 
Artist’s statement: When I was young I lived for the beach – every opportunity was spent at 
the seaside and we looked forward to it so much. As a disabled child, but strong swimmer, I 
knew that once I got across the sand dunes and into the sea I could feel free to move in an 
almost weightless environment. Now, in a wheelchair, I cannot make it across the dunes or 
the sand. So when my wife and I stopped by the beach on a long and deserted stretch of the 
old Pacific Highway in the mid north coast of NSW I could not resist the temptation to draw 
the path down to the beach while my wife walked along the sand at the edge of the surf. This 
drawing in ink and wash is full of memories for me – it is quintessentially Australian. It is 
executed with reed and steel nib pens in Indian ink with a wash applied by brush. 
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